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Abstract

One key challenge in siting an energy facility (or other commercial or 
industrial project) is balancing the needs of the diverse interests and 
resources that could be affected by the project while complying with 
regulatory standards and still meeting project objectives. The ecological 
valuation approach provides a tool for renewable energy facility siting and is 
intended to be evaluated in conjunction with other environmental information, 
regulatory and management priorities, and stakeholder interests.  

The definition of “ecological value” is based on other recent marine spatial 
planning valuation efforts, i.e., the intrinsic value of biodiversity without 
reference to anthropogenic use. A framework has been developed to model 
ecological values of marine biological resources and has been applied to the 
area being considered in the Rhode Island Ocean Special Area Management 
Plan (RI Ocean SAMP).  Ecological Value Maps (EVMs) were generated at 
multiple levels of detail (component, category and composite) with spatial 
distribution data synthesized from various studies.  At the species level, the 
component EVMs were based on measures of aggregation: density, 
contribution to fitness, productivity, rarity, or uniqueness of attributes. 
Categories considered for Ocean SAMP application of the EVM framework 
included the benthic ecosystem, the pelagic ecosystem, fish, birds, sea 
turtles, and marine mammals.  Weighting schemes were applied to 
normalized component and category EVMs and the modified results summed 
to compute a composite EVM.  

Building on the EVM model development performed as part of the RI Ocean 
SAMP, a BOEMRE-funded project is underway to expand the approach to a 
national level and develop a model to address cumulative impacts of offshore 
renewable energy development. The goals are to develop methods to: 
1) Integrate various biological data inputs into ecological components and 
categories; 2) Quantify weighting factors and uncertainties for compositing 
ecological categories into an Ecological Value Index (EVI); and 3) Generate a 
Cumulative Impact Model (CIM-Eco); and 4) Develop the framework for an 
overall Siting Evaluation Model. The results of the CIM-Eco can be combined 
with the results of a parallel human use model, which addresses the impacts 
of development on human uses of the marine environment. Using these 
tools, a decision maker can evaluate the impacts of a development, and the 
topology of the composite index (including uncertainties) would ideally 
identify areas most suitable for alternative energy development.
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EVM Modeling Approach

Ÿ

Ÿ

 Develop relative EVMs for individual natural resources based on  
 measures of aggregation.

• Measures of aggregation: 
– Density
– Contribution to fitness
– Productivity
– Rarity or uniqueness of attributes

 Combine individual resource EVMs using relative weighting schemes, to 
 develop an overall index (the composite EVM).

• Ecological weighting schemes:
– Proportional importance to regional-global scale
– Resource and protection status
– Data robustness

• Relative potential impact of development:
– Considering construction & operation activities of an offshore wind farm

EVM RI SAMP Biological Resource Data

Ÿ  

Ÿ

Ÿ  

Benthic & Pelagic Ecosystems
• Benthic rugosity (King et al.)
• Chlorophyll a concentration (SeaWiFS, 1998-2006)

 Fish
• Bottom trawl survey data (Bohaboy et al.) – ASA spread into a surface

Wildlife
• Marine and coastal birds (Paton et al.) – surface density models of  
  common species groups from surveys
• Marine mammals (Kenney et al.) – modeled seasonal abundance from 
  sightings per unit effort data
• Sea turtles (Kenney et al.) - modeled seasonal abundance from  
  sightings per unit effort data

Examples of RI SAMP Category EVMs 

EVM Management Applications

Ÿ

Ÿ

 Marine Spatial Planning
• Identification of “hot spots” or areas of relatively high ecological value 

within an area of interest.
• Comparison of the relative ecological value of a series of potential 

marine reserve sites.
• Identification of areas of relatively low ecological value to support the 

selection of zones for development/offshore industries.

 Alternative energy facility siting
• Comparison and evaluation of potential energy facility sites.
• Determination of when to construct at a particular site so as to minimize 

potential ecological impacts (using seasonal EVMs).

Ongoing Conclusions from EVM 
Development

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

•

Ÿ

 Scale of data: How to represent migratory species with large geographic  
 ranges (e.g.,whales, turtles, birds)?

 Robustness of data: Uncertainty of modeled data not accounted for.

 Scope of data: Missing components (e.g., bats). 

Lack of habitat data: The EVMs used only animal densities/abundance 
as a proxy for value. Other indicators of value were not included (e.g., 
unique habitat features).

 Application of weighting schemes: Current schemes are exploratory 
 and may not fully reflect regulatory/management priorities and stakeholder 
 interests.

RI SAMP Composite EVMs

EVM of combined global importance and protection status for 
benthic ecosystems.  

Category EVM of combined global importance and protection 
status for all fish and invertebrate species, averaged over the 

seasons for an annual perspective.  

Category EVM of combined global importance and protection 
status for marine mammals, averaged over the seasons for an 

annual perspective.

Annual Composite EVM of ecological value (global importance 
+ protection status) for all resources

Annual Composite EVM of ecological value and potential 
impact (construction only) for all resources.   

Annual Composite EVM of ecological value and potential 
impact (operation only) for all resources.
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